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Abstract: The increased complexity of globalised supply chain processes led to the development of new technologies, methods and tools to improve the enterprise systems. These novel tools (six sigma quality, employee involvement, factory automation, design for manufacturability, lean philosophy etc.) are the most important solution methods to support the realization of critical success factors of enterprises. The integration of these tools can increase the efficiency of them. As an integration tool, enterprise resource planning systems are the most plausible. Within the frame of this paper the author focuses on the integration of these novel logistic tools by the aid of enterprise resource planning systems, especially from the point of view purchasing.
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1. Introduction

The design and control of materials handling systems and logistic systems became more and more important. The complexity of supply chain processes led to the development of new tools and methods to optimize the external and internal processes of systems. These tools and methods can be used both in the case of production and services. The most important objective functions of design and operation of logistic systems are the following: minimization of throughput time of orders; minimization of throughput time of production of products; decreasing of stock levels in the production processes (including work in process); increasing of utilization of logistic, technological and human resources; minimization of costs; decreasing of waiting times and queues. The operation of enterprise processes can be realized by the aid of enterprise resource planning systems. One of the most important parts of the optimal operation of ERP systems is the optimal enterprise strategy supported by an up to date IT system. The logistic modules of ERP systems are connected with the design of production processes, public accountancy, finance, enterprise management, production planning and scheduling, marketing, process planning. The logistic modules include the purchasing, production, distribution and recycling related tasks of the enterprise processes. The external connections of ERP systems are the following: purchasers, trading companies, freighters, users, banks, customs formalities, assurance etc.

The functionality of ERP systems can be increased by the use of different add-on software based on well-known tools and methods in the field of total quality management and lean philosophy. These can support the solution of related problems, but the integration of these tools and methods into the enterprise resource planning system can increase the efficiency of the predefined enterprise strategies.

2. Purchasing in enterprise processes

The most important tasks of purchasing logistics are the following: design, organization, control and controlling of material supply related information flow processes. The
purchasing logistic processes should be efficient, rational, flexible and economical. The purchasing processes have to take into consideration the costs, quality of products and processes (both manufacturing and related services), satisfaction of purchasers, competition and market position. The most important key factors of purchasing logistics are the following: selection of optimal suppliers (especially from the approved vendor list), make-or-buy decision, just-in-time or just-in-sequence purchasing, ITC, structure of purchasing system (centralized or decentralized), technological and logistic infrastructure, e-commerce possibilities. The purchasing is related with all enterprise processes. The focus on external relationships in purchasing is both on strong vertical and horizontal relationships [1].

The application of enterprise resource planning systems may result great savings in both costs and human resources in the case of supplier selection [2]. The efficiency of enterprise resource planning systems can be increased by the use of purchasing management consulting services [3]. The obtainment of new market demands, using of common human, technological and logistic resources and the present needs of flexibility leaded to the development of new organization processes and structures in the field of purchasing [4]. The process of purchasing includes the following phases: determination of requests, forecasting, analysis of purchasing market, request for tender, analysis of tender, choosing of purchasers, order of goods, choosing of transportation methods and company, disposition and transportation, receiving of goods, unloading, public accountancy tasks, billing, supply management, choosing of IT to support purchasing process. The definition of optimal operation strategies can be related to other logistic problems, such as the operation strategies for delivery models of regional logistic networks [5].

The design, control and development of these new purchasing processes and structures required not only efficient enterprise software (ES) based on enterprise resource planning (ERP) system and a flexible consulting service, but also the use of other additional tools and methods. In a cooperative framework, the integration role of enterprise resource planning systems become more important, especially in the case of two or more individuals, single organizations, buyer-supplier dyad and multiple organizations [6, 7].

Figure 1. Levels of logistics
3. Tools to support enterprise processes

The enterprise processes can be designed, developed, controlled and supervised by the aid of different tools and methods. Within the frame of this capture the followings will be introduced: total quality; six sigma, kaizen, lean, production smoothing, PDCA, SMED.

**Total quality** management includes a huge number of tools and methods to support the quality of products and services: cross-functional product design; process management; suppliers quality management; customer involvement; information and feedback; leadership; strategic planning of processes and systems; cross-functional training; employee involvement [8]. The British Standard (785-1) defines the total quality management as “management philosophy and company practices that aim to harness the human and material resources of an organization in the most effective way to achieve the objectives of the organization”. However, the approach of total quality management and six sigma method is different, but both management strategies are important for enterprise processes.

**Lean** is a production practice, which is based on process optimization from the point of view of efficiency (elimination of different wastes of systems and processes). The most important process elements of lean to be optimized are the followings: transportation; warehousing; material handling; waiting; harmonization of produced quantity and orders; defects; use of human resources and talents. There are four levels of lean: lean as a goal; lean as a change process; lean as a set of tools and methods and lean as philosophy [9].

**Kaizen** is a philosophy, which focuses on continuous change for the better. Kaizen applies a huge number of enterprise processes, such as purchasing, production, distribution, recycling, especially from the point of view of logistics.

**Production smoothing** is a technique to reduce wastes of enterprise processes. Production smoothing (or production leveling) can focus on volume or product of both of them.

**PDCA** is an interactive management method to control and improve products and services. It includes four important steps: definition of objectives and processes to fulfill customers demand; implementation of the plan, make products or services; analyses of actual and expected parameters of processes; define required interaction based on the results of analyses.

![Figure 2. The PDCA cycle](image)

**Single minute exchange of the die** is a waste reducing method of lean manufacturing, by the aid of which the economic lot of size have to be calculated to minimize the changeover time and improve the flexibility of manufacturing processes.

**Design for manufacturability** focuses on the product design to assure the optimal manufacturing process. The use of this method makes it possible to reduce the costs of the whole lifecycle of the product from the purchasing of the component to be required to assemble the product to the end-of-life technologies (for example disassembly or shredding).
4. Enterprise resource planning system as integrator

The most important tasks of enterprise resource planning systems are the following: (1) to balance the demand and supply; (2) integration of suppliers and customers into the supply chain; (3) integration of methods and tools to support the decision making processes; (4) integration of functions of distribution, marketing, manufacturing, logistics; financing; product development and human resources.

The above mentioned tools and methods can be applied efficiently, if they have connection with forecasting, planning and scheduling. Therefore it is important to integrate these tools and methods with the enterprise processes to enhance the efficiency and decrease the complexity of the systems. Figure 3. shows one possible relation among the modules of enterprise resource planning systems and tools in the case of Oracle Applications.

![Figure 3. Logistic tools and ERP integrator modules in case of Oracle Applications](image)

As Figure 3. summarizes, the support of purchasing processes required the cooperation of a huge number of OA modules with logistics-related tools and methods from the product design through enterprise asset management to the execution and control of manufacturing processes.
In case of other enterprise resource planning system the cooperation of these modules is also very important. Figure 4. shows one possible relation among the modules of enterprise resource planning systems and tools in the case of SAP.

In case of SAP, the support of purchasing processes is based on the integration functions of the following important areas: controlling, material management, sales, production planning, quality, maintenance, plant management, human resources.
5. Summary

The design, development, reengineering, control and controlling of purchasing systems is based on enterprise resource planning system. The efficiency of ERP systems can be increased in case of integration of some logistics related tools and methods by the aid of them: total quality; six sigma, kaizen, lean, production smoothing, PDCA, SMED, design for manufacturability etc. Within the frame of this paper the author focused on the integration possibilities of these tools and methods, especially from the point of view of SAP and Oracle Applications.
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